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New Sydney Fish Market  

Works Information 

Materials Retrieval at Glebe Island 

9 August 2022 

 

The NSW Government is delivering a new Sydney Fish Market (new SFM) which will retain its 

authentic experience and strengthen its position as one of Australia’s leading tourist destinations. 

Upcoming work – Materials retrieval at Glebe Island port facility 

Work is currently being undertaken at the site of the new Sydney Fish Market that requires the use of 

imported clean quarried sand. The raw materials for this work are stored at Glebe Island and 

transported to site via hopper barge in accordance with planning approvals. 

On 22nd July 2022, a limited volume of the natural quarried sand leaked from the loading point at 

Glebe Island into the water. This has been reported to Port Authority NSW and the NSW EPA. While it 

is not considered to have had an environmental impact on the bay, the material impacts the draft and 

berthing of vessels adjacent to Glebe Island and will need to be retrieved.  

Material retrieval works will be carried out between Thursday 11/08/22 and Saturday 13/08/22– 

weather permitting. 

The work will involve retrieving the material from the bay floor onto a barge so it can be transferred to 

the new SFM site. The works area will be surrounded by a silt curtain and have a monitoring buoy 

installed to ensure compliance with Port Authority and environmental monitoring requirements (see 

map below with indicative layout of the works), note that this work will occur in two stages, with the 

first being undertaken now and the second stage to be undertaken at a later date.  

This work is not expected to have any community impact and movement of boats and marine craft will 

not be affected. 
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Figure 1: Glebe Island and Site Set Up during works 

 


